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Information Sheet 
The Pitch fa 

The children have already learnt about the pitches so, mi, la, do’, re and do”. The new pitch is 
fa: 

The pitch fa (also called “f”) is written on the first space (between the first and second line).  
On the information sheet the children can see which key on the piano creates the pitch of the 
fa. 

It is important to make the pitch audible when talking/learning about it. On the teacher 
information ‘wm10ti_so,mi’, ‘wm14ti_do’, ‘wm19ti_re’ and wm22ti_do2’ there are several ideas 
for introducing and practicing pitches. It is important that the students experience the different 
pitches also in a physical way. 

 

Human Piano – Living Organ 

One child (or a group of children) represents one pitch. They stand in a row lined up according 
to their pitch: the lowest pitch starting on the left. 

Variation 1: 
The class starts with two or three pitches. The teacher (or a student) taps one student 
representing a pitch on the shoulder, who then sings his/her note. 

Variation 2: 
One student is the conductor and points towards a child who should sing their pitch. 

Variation 3: 
On the floor there is a drawn keyboard. One student plays on it with his/her hand or feet. The 
other students sing the according pitch. 

 

(see wm10ti page 1 and 2: “introducing pitches”, wm14ti “Listening Game” and wirth method 
handbook 4.4.4) 

 

Short Melody 

After the students have experienced the pitch fa in a variety of ways, they can do the exercise 
at the bottom of the sheet.  

1) The students sing the pitches specified by the names of the pitches (do, mi, so, fa, re, do, 
fa, do). Underneath the pitch names, there is a given rhythm. The students sing the pitches in 
the given rhythm. 

2) The melody will be written onto the staff. To do so, the students write the treble clef and the 
time signature. Then they write the notes with the correct values and the correct positions for 
the pitches onto the staff. Don’t forget the bar lines and the double bar line at the end. 

The students can also try to play the melody on a piano or other instrument they are studying. 

Answer: 
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Exercise Sheet 25a 
Note Card 

This sheet is meant to be help for the game “Human Piano – Living Organ”. The students write 
the pitch onto the staff, which they were assigned to. Underneath they write the name of the 
pitch. 

When every student has done so, there should be a note card for every pitch. When a student 
sings her/his pitch, they hold up their card. 

 
Exercise Sheet 25b 

Draw the Pitch 

In this exercise the notation of the pitch is connected to the key on the piano. The pitch is 
indicated on the keyboard and the students write the correct note onto the staff. 

Next to the keyboard or underneath the staff the students write the names (do, re, mi, fa, so, 
la). 

Answer: fa, so, re, fa 

 

Finish the Lyrics 

There is a given melody, but parts of the lyrics are missing. Incidentally the pronunciation of 
those particular note names corresponds with the missing syllables for the lyrics. 

1. The students get to know the melody by speaking the rhythm with the syllables “da, ti, sh”. 
An eighth note tied to a quarter note can be “ti-a”, and the two tied half notes are “da-a-a-a”. 
2. They sing the melody with the names of the pitches. Either they are silent in the rests, or 
they speak “sh”. 
3. The students write down the corresponding syllables onto the lines. Now, they can read the 
lyrics and sing the song with the lyrics. (The teacher makes the children aware that two of the 
note names have the same pronunciation as needed in the lyrics, but the spelling has to be 
modified.) 

Answer: do la so fa re mi fa so 

“Do you see John with his lasso? Far away he’ll go. He will remember me. He’s sometimes 
funny, sometimes sweet.” 
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Exercise Sheet 25c 
Read 

In this sight-reading exercise the two voices have different rhythms which make it polyphonic. 

The students first sing the first and second voice individually, then they split into two groups 
and sing it both lines at the same time (practicing two-part harmony): 

Clap the rhythm and speak the rhythm with the syllables “da, da-a, da-a-a” 
Count the beats of each measure (1, 2, 3) while clapping the rhythm 

Sing the melody on a syllable like “ooh” or “lo” 
Sing the names of the pitches (syllables) without the specific rhythm 
Speak the sing-syllables (so, mi, la, do, re) in the printed rhythm 
Sing the sing-syllables in the printed rhythm 

 

Compose 

Similar to the composition exercise on wm23c, the students should draw a line that represents 
a melody. Then they find precise pitches (do, re, mi, fa, so, la, do”) and a rhythm and white 
that into the staff. 

The melody should start with a fa. The students can choose a time signature or the teacher can 
decide that each student should write four measures in 4/4-time. The students can also use a 
glissando. 

 
Example: 
 

 

Exercise Sheet 25d 
Connect Lyrics 

In this exercise there are two melodies. Underneath is a line for the lyrics. Between the 
melodies there are pieces of lyrics mixed up. Each piece fits one measure. 

First the students sing the melodies: 

Count the beats of each measure (1, 2, 3) while clapping the rhythm 
Speak the rhythm with the syllables “da, da-a, da-a-a” 
Sing the sing-syllables in the printed rhythm 

 

The students then find out which piece of the lyrics fits under which measure so that both 
sentences make sense. 

Answer: There on his horse, cowboy John is riding home. 
  Under the moonlight is a lake that shimmers like a diamond. 
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Finish the Melody 

There is a beginning of a melody, starting with a repeat sign. In the third measure there are 
only two notes, so there are some notes missing. Same in measures 4 and 5. 

The teacher writes the melody on the board, filling the missing spots together with the 
students. 

This exercise is then used as a sight singing exercise and to practice the different repeat signs. 

On their own exercise sheet, the students fill all the measures with notes of any value and any 
pitch, so that they fit the measures. To have a sort of structure in the whole melody, short 
pieces could repeat, or a rhythmical structure could be repeated on different pitches. 
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